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RECEIVING A BAIN REPORT - GUIDE TO BAIN’S ONLINE ACCESS SYSTEM  
 
Introduction 
 
Up until 2017, Bain & Company (“Bain”) used a Master Access Letter (“MAL”) paper-based 
process to regulate access by third parties to a Bain report. Under this process, each recipient 
would sign a single MAL with Bain to access the first report and then for any subsequent 
report only a single page Access Acknowledgement (“AA”) would be required.  
 
The paper-based MAL system was in place from 2005 until 2017 and has now been replaced 
with Bain’s new Online Access System (the “System”). Under the System, the benefits of the 
old paper-based MAL process are preserved but the cumbersome pen-and-ink signatures  
have been replaced by a “click-to-accept” mechanism in which your acceptance is recorded 
on our sharepoint server and you get a confirmation e-mail recording the terms you accepted.   
 
How the System Works 
 
When a Bain client wishes to share a report with a third party (“Recipient”), they will send us 
the e-mail address of a senior contact at the Recipient. Our System then generates a report-
specific access link (“Access Link”) and e-mails it to that senior contact. Once he or she has 
accepted that Access Link, the System sends a confirmation e-mail to the person responsible 
for sharing the report confirming that the report can be shared with you. The report will then 
be sent, usually by e-mail directly to the person who has accepted the Access Link using the 
address he or she gave when filling out the form. Note: exactly when/how/from whom you 
receive the report depends on the process being run by our client for sharing the relevant 
report.  
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
We don’t want to review these new online access terms (the “Terms”) because my 
organization has a signed Master Access Letter that we have used successfully for many 
years. Can’t we just keep using the Master Access Letter? 
 
Yes, if you have a pre-existing MAL with Bain, you may access the report via the MAL instead 
of the Terms. This is done by retrospective election at any time after you click “accept” and 
access the report. If you do this, the Terms will be of no effect other than to import the pre-
existing MAL and clicking “accept” is the same as signing an Access Acknowledgement under 
the old paper-based process. Please refer to clause 11 of the Terms to see specifically how this 
election operates. Whether you access the Bain report under the Terms or a pre-existing MAL, 
you should still click “accept” in order for your acceptance to be recorded on our system; 
without that we cannot process your request to see the Bain report. 
 
Do I have to make this election now? Isn’t it just adding paperwork and administration 
hassle if we have to make this election every time? 
 
Bain does not require you to make an election now - Clause 11 permits either the Terms or a 
pre-existing MAL to apply, at your later election. You can make this election at any time after 
accessing the report – there is no deadline and it applies retrospectively. It need not be at the 
same time as clicking “accept” and could be months (or even years) later. Until you make this 
election, you still have the option whether the online access terms or the pre-existing MAL 
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apply to this report. For this reason, many recipients decide to preserve flexibility until later 
and not make an election at the time of accessing the report.  
 
How do I make the election? 
 
Send an e-mail to BainAccessLetters@bain.com with the following text in the subject line 
“ELECTION: [YOUR ORGANISATON NAME]”. Please note we don’t respond to these 
elections on the basis that (i) we receive very few of them; and (ii) there is no time limit and 
the election is retrospective, so even if it later transpires the e-mail was never received by Bain 
you can always re-send it at a later date. If you wish, you may also make a one-time election 
that applies to all future acceptances. However, we have observed that most recipients choose 
to delay making an election until they need to (i.e. if a dispute arises in the future). Of course, 
if a dispute never arises regarding accessing the report it follows an election need never be 
made. 
 
Can I print out and sign the online access terms rather than clicking “Accept”? 
 
No - our System can only track electronic acceptances. If your own internal processes oblige 
you to sign a paper document, you are free to print out and sign for your own records but you 
must also click “Accept”.  If your own internal processes also oblige you to send that signed 
copy to us, you may send an e-mail to BainAccessLetters@bain.com with the following text in 
the subject line “PDF SIGNATURE: [YOUR ORGANISATON NAME]”. Please note we don’t 
respond to these e-mails.  
 
May I forward your email to somebody within my organization (e.g. Legal) for review 
and/or approval? 
 
Yes, you may.  Frequently these Access Link emails are forwarded within organizations so 
that the Terms can be reviewed by legal and/or accepted by duly authorized persons. The 
Access Links we send are not linked to the email account we send them so it is perfectly 
acceptable for someone else within your organisation to click “accept”. However, you should 
not forward the Access Link email outside of your organization.  If you think a third party 
needs access to the Bain report, please contact the person who is arranging for you to receive 
the report and if they agree they will ask us to send an Access Link. 
 
Can you send me a .pdf of the online access terms separately? 
 
No - we do not separately circulate copies of our online access terms. However, you may copy 
and paste the Terms from the Access Link as they are not copy protected.   
 
Can I suggest changes to or negotiate the Terms? 
 
No, our Terms are strictly non-negotiable and apply equally without amendment to all parties 
wishing to access Bain reports.  You are of course free to suggest improvements or 
clarifications to the Terms and we may consider these in the future when making ad hoc 
updates to the System. To do this, send an email to BainAccessLetters@bain.com with 
“FEEDBACK” in the subject line. 
 
Who may we share the report with? 
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According to the Terms1, you may share it within your organization and its affiliates 
(including employees, directors and officers) and with your external legal counsel and 
auditors because they are subject to professional obligations of secrecy.  You may not share it 
with any other party, including (but not limited to): 
 

- potential co-investors and/or consortium members 
- potential sources of finance  
- re-insurers 
- other third parties with whom you have signed NDAs or back-to-backs  
 

Of course, all these parties may receive the Bain report if Bain’s client consents, but they will 
be separately required to accept an Access Link before they may receive the report. If you 
would like them to be sent an Access Link, please contact the person who is arranging for you 
to receive the Bain report. 
 
What happens when I click “accept”? 
 
You will receive a pop-up notification of the act of acceptance as well as an email noting your 
acceptance.  The system will also generate an automated email and send it to the person 
responsible for sharing the report confirming that you have accepted the Access Link and the 
report may be shared with you.  
 
My organization has a particular signature block or signing procedure. How does that work 
in conjunction with accepting an Access Link? 
 
The system doesn’t work without an online acceptance, so you will still need to click “accept”. 
However, we only use this box for tracking which entity has accepted. You are welcome to 
replicate your signature block in the “Company Name” box. For example: 
 
“XYZ GP Ltd as General Partner of XYZ Capital Management Ltd as General Partner of FIFTH XYZ 
FUND (No.3) LP” 
 
Similarly, many organisations’ internal compliance policies empower only a handful of senior 
people to sign documents but empower other people within the organization to affix a PDF 
signature to a document on their behalf. If your organization has this policy and you wish to 
reflect this when filling out the acceptance form, you may write: “[NAME OF PERSON WHO 
CLICKED ACCEPT] on behalf of [NAME OF SIGNATORY]” in the “Name” box. Likewise, if 
your organization has a dual signatory policy where two people must sign, there is no need 
to accept two separate links – just have one of the signatories accept the link and write (e.g.) 
“Person A and Person B on behalf of XYZ Ltd as dual signatories” in the “Name” box. As a general 
rule we’re happy for you to reflect your internal signing/compliance procedures in any 
reasonable way when accepting – the key point is that if you click accept we will assume that 
you have satisfied those procedures. 
 
I saw some wording in the terms that suggest the person who clicks “accept” will have 
personal liability. My organization doesn’t allow any wording that could give rise to 
personal liability so I can’t accept this. 
 

                                                      
1 This only applies if you elect to use the terms. Otherwise, the position on this will be as stated in 
your MAL. 
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Notwithstanding the use of the phrase “personal capacity”, there is no intention to create 
personal liability on the part of the person who clicks “accept”. Specifically, clause 1 is simply 
a representation that the person clicking “accept” has read the terms and clause 2 is a 
confirmation that the act of clicking “accept” binds the entity on whose behalf they are signing 
and not themselves in a personal capacity. Both these representations are implicit in a paper 
signed document, but we have made them explicit given that “click to accept” is a relatively 
new signature mechanism. 
 
There seems to be a technical issue (for instance, I have clicked “accept” but nothing has 
happened).  What should I do? 
 
It’s probably an issue with your browser, so perhaps try in another browser or on your mobile. 
If that still doesn’t work, please contact the sender of the Bain email directly, explaining what 
has happened.  We can then take appropriate steps to resolve this situation. 
 
Are the online access terms available in languages other than English? 
 
No, the online access terms are only available in the English language. 
 
I am a client/adviser to a client of Bain and I’m only getting these e-mails because I’m in 
charge of distributing the report – why do I have to accept the terms?  
 
The Bain Online Access System also allows the automatically generated confirmation e-mail 
to be routed directly to a third party, such as our client, or an investment bank or some other 
entity that is managing the distribution of the report. Where such an external party is 
performing this distribution role, this external party must also accept the access terms. The 
only change to the standard Online Access Terms is an additional clause (highlighted in a red 
box) clarifying that this external party can rely on the automatic confirmation email from the 
Online Access System as confirmation of Bain’s consent for its report to be shared. The 
automatically generated e-mails that the system sends to that parties contain full details of the 
process. It’s also worth noting that for Bain clients our engagement letter takes precedence 
over the Terms. 


